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Quickfilter enables projects to be found faster. Schematics can now be defined to enable faster viewing and definition of the relevant information.
During a data import from external sources it is now also possible to recognize new, modified or also externally deleted objects simply in EPLAN
Preplanning so that the user retains control of the data consistency. This turns this dialog into the control center for terminal strip editing. This
improvement focuses on field of action Platform Setup. The EPLAN Platform Version 2. Professional engineering solutions have to support this
new working process — here the EPLAN platform systematically proves its strengths. In the age of Industry 4. Terminal accessories can now be
displayed. Otherwise if Access is needed for the parts, translation and project database, then Office 64-bit is required. This improvement focuses
on three fields of action — IT Infrastructure, Platform Setup und Workflow.

Highlights EPLAN Platform 2.6
The EPLAN Platform Version 2. Office 32-bit can still be used, however, SQL or SQL Express will then be needed for the parts database, the
translation database and the project management database. Otherwise if Access is needed for the parts, translation and project database, then
Office 64-bit is required. In the age of Industry 4. Consistency in the exchange of engineering data is of increasing importance. Professional
engineering solutions have to support this new working process — here the EPLAN platform systematically proves its strengths. With the new
Version 2. New possibilities have been created in the field of EPLAN Preplanning to simplify the synchronization of data from the pre-planning
with the detail engineering. During a data import from external sources it is now also possible to recognize new, modified or also externally deleted
objects simply in EPLAN Preplanning so that the user retains control of the data consistency. Terminals and terminal strips are central items in
connection technology and thus an important component of wiring systems in the engineering of automation technology. In the last version we had
already extended the editing dialog for terminals in order to simplify the visualization and configuration of the terminal strip and make it more
efficient. Even more possibilities have now been integrated. This turns this dialog into the control center for terminal strip editing. Users can now
visualize the accessories used, easily recognize manual and automatic jumpers and represent the status of the terminal in the project planning. A
new connection-oriented viewpoint lets the user recognize rapidly which terminal connections are still free. Thermal Design Integration offers
comprehensive support in the validation of the enclosure design in 3D and of the virtual dimensioning of efficient climate control solutions. The user
can visualize the power dissipation density, display the optimal air-conditioning field and to make the different directions of the air flows within the
3D enclosure visible. Get a head start and discover exciting further functionalities and improvements that the EPLAN Platform Version 2. We wish
you every success!

Highlights EPLAN Electric P8 2.6
This improvement focuses on the field of action: Design Methods. Internal saddle jumpers can now be defined and managed. This improvement
focuses on the two fields of action: Design Methods and Platform Setup. Schematics can now be defined to enable faster viewing and definition of
the relevant information. New possibilities have been created in the field of EPLAN Preplanning to simplify the synchronization of data from the
pre-planning with the detail engineering. Professional engineering solutions have to support this new working process — here the EPLAN platform
systematically proves its strengths. Users are then able to re-find structures in a project faster and easier. Even more possibilities have now been
integrated. This turns this dialog into the control center for terminal strip editing. Terminals and terminal strips are central items in connection
technology and thus an important component of wiring systems in the engineering of automation technology. Users already specified for license
management can now be transferred 1:1. File locations that no longer exist can be easily deleted. This makes parts selection by the user simpler
and securer because only approved parts can be viewed and selected. New graphics for DIP switches also enable PLC module DIP switch
configurations to be generated via evaluations.
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Users already specified for license management can now be transferred 1:1. The user can visualize the power dissipation density, display the
optimal air-conditioning field and to make the different directions of the air flows within the 3D enclosure visible. This improvement focuses on the
two fields of action: Design Methods and Platform Setup. Internal saddle jumpers can now be defined and managed. Project structures are now
even easier to add to search lists. This improvement focuses on field of action Platform Setup.

Highlights EPLAN Platform 2.6
In the age of Industry 4. Project structures are now even easier to add to search lists. The terminal-strip editor is the main management point for
terminals and terminal strips.

Get a head start and discover exciting further functionalities and improvements that the EPLAN Platform Version 2. This turns this dialog into the
control center for terminal strip editing. The EPLAN Platform Version 2. Even more possibilities have now been integrated. Multiple selection
enables automated and sequential editing of multiple projects. Office 32-bit can still be used, however, SQL or SQL Express will then be needed
for the parts database, the translation database and the project management database. With the new Version 2. Otherwise if Access is needed for
the parts, translation and project database, then Office 64-bit is required. Quickfilter enables projects to be found faster. Thermal Design
Integration offers comprehensive support in the validation of the enclosure design in 3D and of the virtual dimensioning of efficient climate control
solutions. We wish you every success!.

